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2
gine
type
comprising
a
can shaft (Fig. 2) for
This invention relates to control apparatus and
operating, through a can 2 and a push rod 3, a
more particularly to means for equalizing the
fuel injector pump 4 for supplying fuel through
power Cutput of a plurality of prime movers such
an injector pipe 5 to a cylinder (not shown) of
as internal combustion engines of the Diesel type.
said engine. The amount of fuel supplied to the
In the copending application of James A.
engine cylinder by pump 6 is adapted to be regu
Campbell, Serial No. 654,931 filed March 16, 1946,
lated by a pump adjusting rack & which is op
and assigned to the assignee of the present ap
eratively connected to a lever on a fuel control
plication, there is disclosed a control system for
shaft 8. The fuel shaft 8 may have an engine
a plurality of prime movers arranged to be con
position in which it is shown in the draw
trolled and operated in unison. The system em 0 idling
ing for adjusting pllinp 6 to provide fuel to the
bodies apparatus on one of the prime movers
engine cylinder in an anollnt sufficient to cause
which is preconditioned to control apparatus on
operation of the engine at an idling speed, and
the other prime mover or prime movers to auto
may be turned in a clockwise direction, as viewed
natically cause operation of said other prime 5 in
Figs. 1 and 2, to adjust said punp to increase
noVer or movers to produce the same power out
the fuel Supply in proportion to the degree of
put aS from the one prime mover. In case the
Such turning. A maximum amount of fuel will
control apparatus on the one prime mover, which
be provided to the engine cylinder in a position

may be called a master, should fail however, or
of the fuel control shaft 8 such as indicated
if for any reason the master prime mover should 20 by
a dot-dash line 9. It will be understood that
become inoperative, and it was desired to still
each engine inay have any desired number of cyl
Operate the other prime movers, the power output
inders and that a fuel pump 4, rod 3 and can 2
of Said other prime movers would not and could
will be provided for each cylinder, and that the
not be automatically equalized.
fuel shaft 8 will be connected to all of said pumps
The principal object of the invention is there
accordance with conventional practice.
fore the provision of an improved control system 25 in Adjustment
of the fuel control shaft 3 on each
for a plurality of prime movers, arranged to be
engine may be controlled by a speed governor E
Operated in unison, in which any one of the prime Which may comprise a centrifuge connected by
novers can be selected to act as the master for
a to the camshaft . Two oppositely ar
causing equalization of the power output of all 30 gear's
ranged Centrifugally controiied governor airlins in
of the prime movers.
form of bell cranks 2 aire pivoted at their
Other objects and advantages will be apparent the
knees
3 in centrifuge . One end of
from the following more detailed description of each ofonthepins
bell cranks 2 engages a collar 4 se
the invention.
cured to a vertically novable plunger or rod 5
In the accompanying drawings; Fig. 1 is a dia
is provided with another collar 3 engaged
grammatic view of control apparatus for con 35 which
One end of a governor contro spring i. The
trolling the Speed or power output of a plurality by
opposite end of Spring it is engaged by a movable
of prime movers and embodying the invention;
8 against which bears an adjusting can
Fig. 2 is a diagrammatic view of a portion of a follower
9
pivoted
on a fixed pin 28) and connected by an
fuel control System for each of said prime movers;
2 to a governor adjusting rod 22.
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of a power or governor 40 arm
When the engine is in operation turning can
Control motor for each of said prime movers and
Shaft centrifugal force of tire governor bell
shown in elevation in Fig. 1; Fig. 4 is a sectional
Cranks 2 will be opposed by the pressure of the
View of a pressure regulating valve device for each
control Spring , and the upper end of said
of Said prime movers and shown in elevation in
cranks will nove away from rod 5 to a position
Fig. 1; and Fig. 5 is a sectional view of an equaliz 45 in
which said centrifugai force will balance the
ing Valve device for each of said prime movers and preSSure
of Said Spring, to thereby position said
shown in elevation in Fig. 1.
rod in accordance with the pressure of said spring.
Description
If the can 9 is turned in a counterclockwise di
(Fig. 2) to increase the pressure of spring
As shown in Fig. 1 of the drawings, the dot 50 rection
on
collar
the upper ends of bell cranks 2
dash line enclosures, designated A and B, indi Will be moved 6toward
rod 5 to permit said rod to
cate two of any desired number of prime movers
move down a proportional degree, while, if the
Which it is desired to control and operate in uni
can is returned toward the position in which it is
Son. Each of the prime movers may, for the pur 55 shown
in the drawing, the rod (5 will be ele
pose of illustration, be of conventional Diesel en
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4.
wated correspondingly. In other Words, When the
48
preferably
of
less
than diaphragm 29
engine is operating the rod 5 Will assume a posi and clamped around itsarea
edge
in the casing and
tion corresponding to the adjustment of cam f. having at one side a pressure chamber
49 which
An operating arm 23 on the fuel control shaft is connected to a pipe 50. At the opposite
side

8 is connected by a link 24 to one end of a lever
of diaphragm 48 is a non-pressure chamber 5
25. The opposite end of lever 25 is fulcrumed on a
containing a follower 52 engaging the adjacent
fixed pin 26, while intermediate its end Said lever
of said diaphragm. Projecting from follower
is connected by pin 27 to the governor rod 5, side
52 is a rod 53 the otuer end of which is pivotally
whereby the fuel control shaft 8 will be positioned connected
one end of a bell crank 54. The bell
in accordance with the position of said rod and 0. crank 54 istopivoted
at its knee on a pin 55 carried
of can 9.
by
an
arm
56
projecting
from the casing, while
In the drawing the parts of governor 0 in
the opposite end of said bell trank is connected
cluding cam 9 and the fuel control shaft 8 are
to pin 42 which connects rod 36 to lever 43. It
shown in positions which it may be assumed Will
will be noted that pressure of fluid in the Vernier
provide for operation of the engine at an idling 15 diaphragm
chamber 49 transmitted through bell
speed. If the cann 9 is turned from this idling
crank
54
to
rod 36 will oppose pressure of fluid
position in a clockwise direction, the governor rod
in
chamber
30
acting on diaphragm 29.
a 5 and fuel control shaft 8 will move out of idling
The pressure of regulating Spring 4 in each of
position to a new position, corresponding to the
governor control motors 28 against the dia
change in position of said cann, to cauSe a pro 20 the
phragm
3 is so adjusted by regulating nut 40
portional increase in the amount of fuel Supplied as to insure
movement of said diaphragm and
to the engine and thereby a corresponding in
thereby of the rod 36 and lever 43 to their idling
crease in power output of the engine. Turning
position, in which they are shown in the draw
of can 9 in the opposite direction will result in
ings,
and which is defined by contact between the
a corresponding reduction in the amount of fuel
follower plate 38 and a stop 57 in the casing, when
suppiled to the engine. It will thus be seen that
pressure of fluid in diaphragm chamber 30 is at
by suitable adjustment of can 9 the Supply of
a chosen low degree. With the parts thus condi
fuel to the engine may be adjusted to obtain any
tioned, the governor control cam 9 will assume
selected degree of power output from the engine.
its
idling position in which it is shown in the draw
At each engine the governor control rod 22 is
ing for thereby conditioning the governor control
operatively connected to a fluid pressure Con 30 spring
7 to permit operation of the engine at
roled power or governor control motor 28 which
idling speed.
is arranged to control the respective Speed gover
When, by operation of the operator's control
nor le.
device 33, fluid is provided in diaphragm chamber
Each of the fluid notors 28 comprises (Fig. 3) a

casing containing a flexible diaphragm 29 clamped
around its edge in the casing and having at One
side a pressure chamber 30 connected to a pipe 3.
At all of the engines the pipes 3 are connected
to a common control pipe 32 leading to an Opera
tor's control valve device 33 which may be of any

40

to rock lever 43 in a counterclockwise direction

for actuating cam 9 to increase the pressure of

suitable structure for varying the pressure of fluid
in said control pipe and thereby in pressure cham
bers 30 in the governor control motors 28 at all
of the engines, simultaneously. At the opposite
side of diaphragm 29 in each of the governor Con
trol motors 23 is a non-pressure chamber 34 which
is in constant communication With atmosphere
through a passage 35. An operating rod 36 dis
posed in non-pressure chamber 34 extends
through the center of diaphragm 29. The rod 36
is provided in non-pressure chamber 34 with a

spring it in the respective speed governor O an
diaphragm from its normal position and thus pro
portional to the increase in pressure of fluid pro
vided through the control pipe 32 in diaphragm
chamber 30, whereby the speed governor 0 on
amount proportional to the movement of said

follower 3 engaging the adjacent face of dia

phragm 29, while mounted over said rod in pres
sure chamber 3 is a follower 38 and a clamping
nut, 39 having a screw-threaded engagement With
said rod for clanping said followers and thereby
said rod to the central portion of said diaphragm.
In each motor 28, the rod 36 extends to the
exterior of the casing through a bore provided
in a regulating nut 5. Which extends into non
pressure chamber 3i for supporting one end of
a regulating Spring . The Spring 4 encircles
rod 36 and its opposite end bears against the foll
lower 3 forning a part of said rod. The end of
rod 36 extending out of the casing is pivotally
corrected by a pin 32 to a lever 43 intermediate
its ends. One end of lever 43 is connected by a
pin & to One end of a link $5, and the opposite
end of the link 5.5 is pivotally connected, by a pin
46, to the casing of the device. The opposite end
of lever 43 is operatively connected to the respec
tive governor adjusting rod 22.
Each of the governor control motors 28 further

30 of each of the governor control motors 28 at
a pressure sufficient to overcome the Opposing
force of Spring 4 plus pressure of fluid in cham
ber 49 acting on vernier diaphragm 48, the dia
phragm 29 will be deflected against said spring

55

the respective engine Will operate to correspond
ingly increase the Supply of fuel to the engine.
If the pressure of fluid in diaphragm chamber 38
is further increased by the Operator's control valve
device 33 the diaphragm 29 will deflect further
to correspondingly increase the pressure of the
respective governor Spring for providing a cor
responding increase in the annount of fuel Sup
plied to the engine. On the other hand, to re

duce the amount of fuel supplied to the engine,
the pressure of fluid in diaphragm chamber 30
be reduced, by operation of the operator's
60 will
control device 33, to a degree corresponding to the
desired reduction in fuel supply, and the regu
lating Spring
aided by pressure of fluid in
chamber 49 acting on the Vernier diaphragm 48
will then move the diaphragm 29 back to a posi
tion in which the pressure of said spring is re
duced a degree corresponding to the reduction in
pressure of fluid in chamber 30, whereupon move
ment of diaphragm 29 Will cease. This move
ment of diaphragm 29 will in turn actuate cam
9 to reduce the pressure of the respective gov
ernor control spring whereupon the speed gov
ernor Will operate to correspondingly reduce
the amount of fuel supplied to the engine. If
the pressure of fluid in diaphragm chamber 30 is
comprises what may be called a vernier diaphragm 75 sufficiently
reduced to allow diaphragm 29 to be
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supply chamber 64. A fluid pressure supply
valve 33 contained in chamber 8 has a fluted
stem 84 extending through an axial bore in nut

into a chamber 85 formed within an exten
sion 88 of said nut. The extension 86 is mounted
to slide in a sleeve 87 which extends from the

exterior of the casing through chamber 2 and
a Wall separating said chamber from chamber
7). Chamber 85 in the nut extension 86 is open

O

of fluid which may be effective in the vernier

through. One or more ports 88 to chamber 2.
A spring 89 contained in chamber 8 acts on
the supply waive 83 for urging it into contact
with a seat provided on the nut .
In chamber 85 the end of the supply valve
Sten 84 engages a fluid pressure release valve

diaphragm chamber 69 of the several motors

may be either greater or less than said chosen

pressure which will be effective only on the
engine selected as the master for causing equal
ization of the power output of all of engines,
as will be hereinafter described in detail. It
is however desired to point out that the posi
tion which diaphragm 29 in each of the motors
28 will assume when subject in chamber 3 to
any chosen pressure of fluid will vary in propor

6

In the stem enlargement 6 is a chamber 8
Open through a passage 82 to the fluid pressure

returned to its idling position by regulating spring
ti, the governor control calm 9 will be returned
to its idling position to thereby permit operation
of governor is to reduce the fuel Supply to the
respective engine to the degree required to per
mit operation of said engine at idling Speed.
in the above described operation of the gov
error control notors 33 it was assumed that the
vernier diaphiagiin chamber 69 Was charged with
fluid at some chosen pressure, but tha pressure

5

20

tion to the pressure of fluid effective in chann
ber 9 on the Vernier diaphragm 48. It is fur
ther desired to point out that When the Vernier

diaphragrin £8 in each of the motors 28 is sub
Sure, which may be twenty-five pounds, the ad
justed pres:ure of regulating spring 4 against
the diaphragm 23 will be such that diaphragm
29 will promptly move from its normal or idling
position, in which it is shown in the drawing,
in response to an increase in pressure in cham

ject in chamber 49 to fluid at the chosen pres

ber 3 aiove its normal minimum Value.

Associated with each of the engines is a pres
Suite regulating valve device 9 arranged to be
controlled by the respective fuel control shaft
8 for providing in a pipe 6 fluid at a pressure
proportional to the position of said shaft and
hence proportional to the annount of fuel sup
plied to the respective engine.
Each of the pressiare regulating valve devices
63 comprises (Fig. 4) a casing containing two

9 having a fluted sten 9 mounted to slide in
a, bore provided axially of a plunger 92 which
is slidably mounted in sleeve 8 above the nut
extension 86, said plunger being provided around
the end of said bore which opens to chamber
85 with a seat for engagement by said release
Valve. The release valve stem 9 extends into
a chamber 93 in plunger 92, said chamber being
in constant communication with atmosphere
through registering ports 94 in said plunger and
in the sleeve 85. Chamber 93 contains a bias
Spring 95 acting on the stem 9 of release valve

9 for urging said valve away from its seat, the

30

preSSUre of Said Spiring on said release valve stem

being less than that of Spring 89 on the supply
Valve 83. The plunger 92 has an annular groove
carrying a sealing ring 93 having sliding contact
35 With the interior surface of sleeve 8 for pre
Venting leakage of fluid under pressure from
chamber 85 past said plunger to atmosphere.
Outside of the casing and beyond the adjacent
end of sleeve 87 is a spring seat 37 secured to
40 plunger 92, and a coil spring 98 encircling said
Sleeve and Supported on the casing bears against

spaced apart and coaxially arranged flexible di
aphragms 52 and 63, of the same areas and
clamped aircund their edges in the casing. Be
ween the two diaphragms 62 and 3 is a cham
ber 54 open to a fiuid pressure supply pipe 65
and thus adapted to be constantly supplied with
fluid under pressure. The chamber $4 is formed
in two parts separated by a Wall 66 but in Con
iStant,
coin inlaicatio; With each other through
a passage it in said Wail. At the opposite side
of diaphragm 63 is a non-pressure chamber 68
which is open to atmosphere through a breather
port 63. At the opposite side of diaphragm 62
is a chamber 3 open through a stabilizing choke

Said Seat for urging said plunger in a direction
a Way from the release valve 98. Above the
Spring Seat 9 an adjusting screw 93 is cornected

50

--

55

to plunger 92 by Screw-threaded engagement
and is locked in an adjusted position by a lock
nut 86 mounted on said screw and engaging
the adjacent end of said plunger. The adjust
ing Screw 99 is engaged by one end of a bell crank
fö which at its knee is pivoted on a pin 32
carried in an arm i3 projecting from the cas

ing. The opposite end of the bell crank of
is Operatively connected to one end of a link
04 the opposite end of which is connected to
One end of an arm 65 which is mounted on
the respective engine fuel control shaft 3 for
movement thereWith.

to a chaimber 2 to which pipe 6 is con
nected.

With the fuel control shaft 8 on each engine
in
its engine idling position, screw 39 in the
Disposed in chamber 84 between the two di
respective
valve device 6 will be
aphragms 62 and 63 is a stem 3 having one 60 turned Out regulating
of
plunger
92
for urging said plunger
end connected to the center of diaphragm 63 by
in
a
downwardly
direction
against springs 98
follower plates is and a clanping nut 5. The
and
95
to
a
position
in
which
said plunger may
opposite end of stem 3 is in the form of an
contact
the
release
valve
90,
with the supply
enlargement : G extending centrally through the
83 seated by spring 89 and with the spring
diaphragm 62 and Cooperating with a nut 7 in 65 Valve
79 fully expanded. The screw 99 may then be
chamber 79 to secure said stem to diaphragm
locked
to the plunger 92 by the lock nut 0.
62 through the medium of follower plates 78. A
If the fuel control shaft 8 on either engine is
coil regulating spring 79 encircling stem 73 in
now rocked out of its idling position (Fig. 1 and
chamber 54 has one end engaging the casing
2) this movement will actuate arm 35 and
Wall 66, while the opposite end acts against the 70 link
4 to rock bell crank 6 of the respective
enlargement 16 through the medium of a spring
pressure
regulating device 60 in a corresponding
follower 89. With spring 79 fully expanded, the
direction and move plunger 92 in the direction

diaphragms 62 and 63 and the stem 73 will as

Sume a position such as that in which they are
shown in Fig. 4 of the drawing.

of the Supply valve 83, and With the release

75

valve 90 seated against the end of said plunger,

7
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said supply valve will be opened to permit flow
of fluid under pressure from chamber 64 to
chamber 85 and thence through port 88 to cham

ber 2 and the respective pipe 6. At the same
time as fluid thus flows to pipe 6 it will equalize

8
phragms 62 and 63 will then be relative to said
plunger until said valve engages its seat for

preventing further release of fluid under pres
When the release valve 90 is thus closed, pre
venting further release of fluid under pressure
from chamber 70, the diaphragms 62 and 63 will
stop moving since the pressure of fluid in said
chamber will just counterbalance the pressure
of regulating spring 79. Thus the pressure of

Sure from chamber 2, pipe 6 and chamber 70.

through the stabilizing choke 7 into chamber
70 and therein act on diaphragm 62 in opposi
tion to pressure of the regulating spring 9.
When the pressure of fluid then supplied to
chamber 70 becomes increased to a degree Sufi O
cient to overcome the force of regulating Spring
fluid in pipe 6 will only be reduced to a degree
79, the diaphragms 62 and 63 will deflect against
Corresponding to the position of the fuel control
said spring. Now assuming that movement of
shaft
8 out of idling position.
the respective fuel control shaft 8 has ceased
If
either
control shaft 8 is moved further
in some position out of its idling position, move 5 tOWard but fuel
not completely to its idling position
ment of plunger 92 and thereby of the release
the respective regulating valve device 66 will again
valve 98 and supply valve 83 will also have
Operate as just described to effect a correspond
stopped in a corresponding position, as a result
ing reduction in pressure of fluid in the respec
of which, deflection of diaphragms 62 and 63
tive pipe 6, while if said shaft is returned to its
by increasing pressure of fluid in chamber 70 20 idling
position the parts of said regulating waive
will be relative to said supply valve until Said
device
will return to the position shown in Fig. 4
supply valve becomes seated. Seating of the
in which the release valve 90 will just contact
supply valve 83 will then prevent further flow
its seat at the time the pressure of fluid in said
of fluid under pressure to chambers 72 and 70
pipe and in chamber 7 becomes reduced to Sub
and to pipe 6i whereupon deflection of dia 25 Stantially
atmospheric pressure and the regulat
phragms 62 and 63 will cease, since the pressure
ing spring 9 becomes fully expanded.
of the regulating spring i9 will have been in
It Will now be seen that the regulating wave
creased sufficiently to counterbalance the pres
device
68 on each engine will operate to provide
sure of fluid in chamber 9. The increase in
the respective pipe 6 a pressure proportional
pressure of fluid in pipe S will therefore be 30 in
to the position of the respective fuel control shaft
limited to a degree depending upon the extent
8,
and hence proportional to the amount of fuel
of movement of the respective fuel control shaft
Supplied to said engine, and it is desired to point
8 out of its idling position.
Out that the regulating valve devices 60 on all of
If the fuel control Shaft 8 on either engine
the engines Will be initially adjusted the same, so
is turned further out of its idling position the 35 as
to provide the Same pressures in the respective
respective pressure regulating valve device 60
pipe
6 for the same positions of the respective
will again be operated to increase the preSSure
fuel control shafts 8.
of fluid in the respective pipe 6 to a degree
ASSociated with each of the engines is an
corresponding to such movement. A maximum
equalizing
valve device 9 which comprises a
40
pressure of fluid will be obtained in each pipe
casing containing two coaxially arranged and
6 when the respective fuel control shaft 8 is
Spaced apart flexible diaphragms
and 2 of
moved to its full fuel position indicated by the
the same areas, which are clamped around their

dot-dash line 9.

edges in their casing.

On the other hand, if the fuel control Shaft
8 on either engine is turned in the direction
of its idling position, assuming that it is out of
said position, this movement Will, in the re
spective pressure regulating device 69, rock bell

crank
to permit movement of plunger 92
by spring 98, plus pressure of fluid in chamber
85 acting on said plunger, in a direction a Way
from the supply valve 83. With the Supply valve

50

83 seated and stationary at this time due to

pressure of fluid in chamber 70 counterbalancing

the pressure of regulating spring 79 on diaphragm
62, the release valve spring 95 will hold the

release valve 90 stationary with the Supply valve
83 and against movement with plunger 92, SO
that this movement of said plunger Will be a Way
from said release valve to thereby Open Con

munication past said release valve for releasing
fluid under pressure from chamber 72 and pipe
6 and also from chamber 10 above diaphragm.
62 by way of stabilizing choke . . As the pres
sure of fluid in chamber () is thus reduced the
regulating spring 9 will deflect diaphragms 62
and 63 in the direction of plunger 92, and dur
ing such movement spring 89 Will move the
supply valve 83 and the release valve 90 along
with said diaphragms. ASSunning that the fuel

parts so that the adjacent faces of the dia
phragms if f and 2 will be constantly subject
to fluid at supply pressure. At the opposite face
of the diaphragm f2 is a control chamber 7
Which is open to pipe 6 leading to the respective
pressure regulating valve device 6). At the op
posite face of diaphragm
is a control chamber
f : 8 which is open to a pipe 9. The pipes 9
at the several engines are all connected to an
equalizing pipe 28 which extends to all of said en
gines.
Each equalizing valve device further comprises
a stem 2 extending through chamber 3 and
the chamber dividing Wall 5 and having one end
clamped to the center of diaphragm 2 by foll

65

lower plates 22 and a clamping nut 23. The
opposite end of stem 2 is connected to the center
of diaphragm
by follower plates 24 and a
ciamping nut 25 disposed in chamber 8 and

()

also has a chamber 26 connected to a pipe 27
and separated from chamber 8 by a wall 28,
and extending from the exterior of the casing
through chamber 26 and wall 28 and having one
end open to chamber f8 is a bushing 29 ar
ranged in coaxial relation with the diaphragms

connected to said stem. The casing of the device

control shaft 8 is now stopped in a position out
of idling position, movement of plunger 92 will
cease in a corresponding position, so that move
ment of the release valve 99 with the dia

Between the two dia

phragms is a chamber 3 adapted to be con
stantly supplied with fluid under pressure
through a fluid pressure supply pipe 4. The
chamber 3 is formed in two parts divided by
a Wall 5 having a passage 6 connecting said

75
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9
If i and 2 and with the nut 25. The nut 25
has a cylindrical extension 30 slidably mounted
in an axiai bore provided in the adjacent end
of bushing 29, and encircling and having seal

The opposing forces of springs 5 and 5 on
diaphragins and f2 and the connecting stem
2 is also adapted to insure movement of these
parts to a neutral or lap position in which both
the Supply valve 44 and the release valve 38
are Seated, as shown in the drawing, when the

ing. The interior of the extension 3 is open
to a chamber 32 formed within the bushing 29
and Said chamber is open through one or more
ports 33 to the casing chamber 26.
One end of chamber 32 within the bushing
|29 is closed by a nut 34 secured to said bushing.
Secured in the nut 34 is an element 35 having

chambers
and 8 is less than the chosen dif
ferential, above imentioned.

ing and sliding contact with said extension is a
Sealing ring i3 carried in a groove in said bush

a bore arranged in coaxial relation to the flexible
diapiragins
and 2, and in said bore is

differential between the pressures of fluid in

10

Also associated with each of the engines is a
Selector valve device 52 for selectively condi
tioning the respective engine either to act as

ilaster to which the power output of all of the
Said engine to control from another selected
iinaster engine.
Each Selector Valve device comprises a casing
to which is connected pipe 53 from the vernier

Cther engines will be equalized, or for subjugating

15

slidably mounted a pin 36. The pin 36 is pro
Vided on the end disposed in chamber 32 with
a head 3, while on the opposite end of said pin

diaphragm chamber 48 in the respective governor
is a fluid pressure release valve 38 arranged to
control
notor 28, pipe 27 from the respective
20
COOperate With a S2at on nut 34 for controlling
waive device 9, the equalizing pipe
communication between a passage 39 extending equalizing
E23,
and
a
pipe
53 which is adapted to be charged
along one side of element 35 to chamber 32,
With
fluid
at
a
chosen fixed pressure such as
and a passage
which leads to atmosphere.

25 pounds by operation of a suitable fluid pres
Interposed between the nut 34 and the stem
reducing valve device 54.
head 3 is a spring Al for moving the release 25 Sure
Each of the selector valve devices 52 further
valve f38 out of contact with its seat.
connprises valve means, which may be in the form
A pin 42 projects from the release valve stern
of plug valve 55, and a handle 55 for turning
head 37 centrally through teh cylindrical ex
valve to either a master position in Which
tension 39 of nut 25 and thence through an 30 Said
these paits are shown on engine A or to a slave
opening £3 in said nut to engage a fluid pressure
position in which said parts are shown on engine
Supply valve 44 which is contained in a cham

B. The plug valve 55 has two oppositely ar
ranged cavities i57 and 53 and a through port
'59 arranged between said cavities. In the
opening 43, which opening is of greater diameter
in aster position of the valve operating handle 53
than stem 42. The supply valve 44 is pro
and valve '55 the cavity 5 will connect the
vided on one end of a fluted stem 46 which is
equalizing pipe 3) to pipe 2 leading to the
inoitrated to slide in a bore extending through the
equalizing valve device
on the respective en
nut 25 to 2 charter
formed below said nut,
gine,
and
cavity
53
will
connect pipe 53 to
in the diaphragm connecting stem 2. The
pipe 5 leading to the respective governor con
chamber 4 is connected through one or more : trol notor 23, while port 59 performs no func
corts 43 to the fluid pressure supply chamber tion. In the slave position of plug valve 55 the
E 3 between the two diaphragms
and 2.
port 59 will establish connaunication between
Y in chamber 4 the supply valve stem 46 is pro
5) from the respective governor control
vided with a head 49 against which acts one 45 pipe
motor
28 and pipe 27 leading to the respective
end of a coil spring f 5) the opposite end of
equalizing
valve device 9, while the ends of the
which is supportad by a wall in stem 2. A coil
respective
pipes 2 and 53 will be closed by
spring 5 contained in chamber
acts on the
said
valve.
3djacent diaphragm follower plate 22 for op
Operation
posing movement of the diaphragms and 2
and thereby of nut 25 in a direction against
In operation, let it be assumed that by opera
Said Siring.
tion of the operator's control device 33 the pres
in each equalizing valve device
it will now
sure of fuid in pipe 33 and thereby in diaphragm
be noted that diaphragm 2 is adapted to be
chanibers 35 in the governor control notors 28
subjected in chamber
to pressure of fluid pro
on the several engines is reduced to a degree to
vitied by the respective pressure regulating valve :55 permit the parts of said Gotors to assume idling
device through the connecting pipe 6, while
position, as shown in Fig. 3 of the drawings, to
diaphragm
is adapted to be subjected in
thereby position the respective governor cams 9
caliber 8 to pressure of fluid in the equalizing
in their idling position, as shown in Fig. 2 of the
pipe 23. It will further be noted that Spring
drawing.
53 acting to seat, the Supply valve 44 will op
Let it further be assumed that the engines have

ber £5 formed Within Said nut. The nut 25
has a seat for the release valve 44 around the

pose movement of the diaphragms

and ff2

aid the connecting Sten 2 by an increase in
pressie of fluid in chamber 7 over that effec
tive in chainber 8, while spring 5 will oppose
in ovenaeiai, of said diaphragms and stem in the

been started and are operating at idling speed, as

selected by the operator's control device 33, under

55

opposite direction by a preponderate pressure of

?iuid in chamber 8. The springs 59 and i5
are so proportioned as to require a definite Or
fixed differential such as of a pond, between

the fluid pressures in chambers 7 and 8,
acting in either one direction or in the opposite
direction, to move the diaphragins and the Con
necting stem 2 f, and this differential will be the
sarine regardless of the pressure of fluid which
may be effective in said chambers.

which condition the parts of the fuel control
system on each engine will assume the position
in which these parts are shown in Fig. 2 of the
drawing.
With the engines operating at idling speed the

pressure regulating devices 6 will be so adjusted
by the respective fuel control shafts that at each
engine the pressure of fluid in pipe 6 and there
by in diaphragin chainber
of the equalizing
waive device 9 at that engine will be at substan
tially atmospheric pressure.
75 Let it further be assumed that pipe 53 extend

70
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ing to all of the engines is charged with fluid at
the chosen pressure, of for instance 25 pounds,
by operation of the reducing valve device 54,
and that engine A is selected as the master en

gine, against which the power output of the other

2

ber 30 will deflect diaphragm 29 away from stop
57 to a greater extent than occurs on master
engine A and as a result the governor control
can 9 on the slave engine will be turned out of
idling position to a greater extent than on the

or slave engine or engines will be matched. With
master engine. As a result the speed governor 0
engine A selected as the naster engine the Selec
On slave engine B will tend to cause operation
to valve device 52 thereon will be turned to its
of the respective fuel control shaft 8 to supply a
Inaster position, while on the slave engine B the
greater
amount of fuel to Said engine than is ob
selector valve device 52 will be turned to its O tained on
master engine A by Operation of the
slave position. With the selector valve device 52
respective speed governor.
on the mastei' engine in its master position open
As the fuel control shafts 8 on the two engines
ing pipe 3 to pipe 5 fluid at the chosen pres
are
thus operated to increase the Supply of fuel
sure provided in the former pipe Will equalize
thereto, the respective pressure regulating valve
into the vernier diaphragm chamber 49 of the 5 devices 60 will be operated to increase in propor
respective governor control motor 28 but will have
tion the pressure of fluid in diaphragm chambers
no effect upon the operation or positioning of the
lf of the respective equalizing valve devices 0.
parts of said notoi at this time since the master
On
master engine A the equalizing valve device
diaphragm 23 therein is already in its idling posi
to will be operated by the pressure of fluid thus
tion against the stop 5; it being noted that 20 provided in chamber
against the pressure of
such pressure acts to move said diaphragm.
Spring 50 to move nut 25 out of seating engage
against said stop. With the selector valve device
ment with the supply valve 44, which will be held
E 52 on the naster engine A in its master position
against
movement at this time since the release
the equalizing pipe 23 will be open to pipe 27
Valve 38 will be in contact with its seat. When
and thus to chamber 28 in the respective equaliz
the Supply valve 44 on the master engine is thus
ing valve device it. Pipe f2) is also open at
opened fluid under pressure will flow from cham
all tires through pipe 9 to chamber 8 in the
ber 3 between the diaphragms
and 2 past
equalizing valve device 9.
Said valve to chamber 32 and thence to chamber
Let it also be assuined that the equalizing pipe
26 and from the latter chamber through pipe 2,
2 is initially at attinospheric pressure, like pipe 30 and
cavity 5 in the respective selector valve de
8 on master engine A, as a result of which, cham
vice 52 to the equalizing pipe 2 leading to the
bers 3 and i in tine equalizing valve device
equalizing Valve devices 0 on the several engines.
: 8 on said engine will both be at Substantially
On
the master engine, the pressure of fluid thus
atmospheric pressure, so that springs 50 and 5t
provided in equalizing pipe 2 will flow back
in said device will hold the parts thereof in their 35 through pipe 9 to chamber 8 in the respective
neutral position in which the respective supply
equalizing valve device and therein act on dia
valve Ali and release valve 38 are both closed as
phragm
in opposition to the pressure of fluid
shown in Fig. 5.
in chamber
acting on diaphragm 2. When
On slave engine E3 the parts of the equalizing
the pressure of fluid obtained in equalizing pipe
valve device
will also be in their neutral posi 40 29 and acting in chamber 8 of the equalizing
tion with the equalizing pipe 20 and the respec
valvedevice f on the master engine then becomes
tive pipe 64 both at substantially atmospheric
increased by flow past the respective supply valve
pressure. On the slave engine the vernier dia
44 to substantially the same degree as the oppos
phragm chamber 33 in the respective governor
ing pressure of fluid in chamber
the respective
control notor 23 is open through pipe 59 and 45 Spring 59 will move the diaphragms
and 2
port 59 in the respective selector valve device
against the pressure of fluid in chamber f and
52 to pipe 22 leading to the respective equaliz
relative to the supply valve 44 until the nut 25
ing waive device , and let it be assumed that
Seats against said valve to prevent further flow of
these pipes and chamber are also initially at at
fluid under pressure to the equalizing pipe 20 and
inospheric pressure. With the Vernier dia 50 thereby to diaphragm chamber 8. It will be
phragin chanber 9 in the governor control motor
noted that spring 5 in the equalizing valve
28 on slave engine B at atmospheric pressure the
device ) on master engine Ainsures closing of
diaphragrin 23 in said notor will also occupy its
the respective Supply valve 45 before the pres
idling position under pressure of regulating Spring
sure of fluid in the equalizing pipe 2.0 and in the
A the sarine as if said chamber were charged with 55 respective diaphragm chamber 8 exceeds that
fluid as on the master engine A. Thus when the
in diaphragm chamber ff, but permits the pres
engines are operating at idling speed the Supply
sure in said pipe to increase to substantially that
of fuel thereto Will be limited by the position of
provided by the respective regulating valve de
diaphragms 29 as defined by contact with stops
vice 60 to pipe 6 and it will further be noted that
5 in the resepective governor control motors 28. 60 this pressure in the equalizing pipe 20 will be
Now let it be assumed that the operator desires proportional to the extent of movement of the
to operate the engines at a Speed in excess of idling
fuel control shaft 8 on master engine A Out of its
and to accomplish this operates the control valve
engine idling position, and therefore proportional
device 33 to provide in pipe 32 and thereby in dia
to the amount of fuel supplied to master engine A.
phragm chanber 32 of each of the governor con 65 On Slave engine B the pressure of fluid provided
trol motors 28 fluid at a pressure which on master
in the equalizing pipe 20 as above described will
engine A Will deflect the diaphragm 29 out of its
be effective in diaphragm chamber 8 of the
idling position and thus out of contact With stop
respective equalizing valve device 9, while in

57 against the opposing force of spring 4 and

the chosen fixed pressure of fluid acting in the re 70
spective vernier diaphragm chamber 48. Since
on slave engine B there is initially no pressure in
the vernier diaphragm chamber 49 of the respec

chamber fl of said device there will be fluid at

a pressure controlled by the respective regulating
valve device 60 and therefore proportional to the
extent of movement of the respective fuel control
shaft 8 from its idling position. On the slave
engine the fuel control shaft 8 will be initially

tive governor control motor 28, the pressure of
fluid provided in the respective diaphragm cham 75 moved from idling position to a greater degree

-
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than on the master engine, since it was assumed

that initially the vernier diaphragm chamber 49
of the respective governor control motor 28 was at
atmospheric pressure, and as a result, the pres
sure of fluid obtained in chamber

of the re

spective equalizing valve device f 8 will therefore
be greater than the opposing pressure in chamber
f 8 obtained from the equalizing pipe 2). As
a result, on the slave engine B the diaphragms
: and f2 in the equalizing valve device 0 will
move against Spring 50 and unseat the nut 25
from supply valve 44 to permit fluid under pres
sure to flow from chamber 3 to chamber 26 and
thence through pipe 2, port 59 in the respective
selector valve device 52 and pipe 50 to the
vernier diaphragm chamber 49 in the governor

O

control motor 28 on the slave engine. As the

pressure of fluid in the vernier diaphragm cham
ber 49 of the governor control motor 28 on the
slave engine then increases such pressure will
act through bell crank 54 and rod 36, in conjunc
tion with the pressure of regulating spring 4,
to oppose the pre-selected pressure of fluid pro

vided in the diaphragm chamber 39, and since
the diaphragm 29 was initially moved against

said spring to a position determined Solely by the
pressure in diaphragm chamber 39, the pressure
of fluid now provided in vernier chamber 49 will
move the diaphragm 29 back in the direction of
stop 57. This movement of diaphragm 29 and
thereby of stem 26 in the motor 28 on the slave
engine will in turn actuate lever 43 to turn the
respective governor control cam 9 in a direction
to reduce the pressure of spring , whereupon
the respective governor
will operate to Cor
respondingly turn the fuel control shaft 8 on the
slave engine for reducing the supply of fuel to

sires to increase the power output of said engines,

and to accomplish this, operates the control valve
device 33 to increase the pressure of fluid in the
control pipe 32. The governor control motor 28
on 1naster engine A Will then operate to cause op
eration of the respective governor and fuel con
trol shaft 8 to increase the fuel supply to said en
gine to an amount proportional to the increase in
preSSure of fluid in diaphragm chamber 33 re
gardless of the constant pressure of fluid effective
in vernier diaphragm chamber 49 of the respective

governor control motor 28, and operation of the
fuel control shaft 8 on said engine Will also op
erate the respective pressure regulating valve de
vice 6 to provide through pipe 6 in diaphragm
chamber 7 of the equalizing valve device 0
on the master engine fluid at a pressure propor
tional to the increase in fuel supply to the engine.
The equalizing valve device 9 on the naster
engine 8 will then operate to provide in the aqual
30 izing pipe 29 fluid at a pressure also propor
tional to the amount of fuel supplied to the master

35

said engine.
As the fuel control shaft 8 on the slave engine

is thus operated to reduce the supply of fuel to
said engine, the respective pressure regulating
valve device 63 will operate to correspondingly re
duce the pressure of fluid in diaphragm chamber
of the respective equalizing valve device 0,

14

gines the Supply of fuel to Slave engine B, under
the condition above described, will therefore be
reduced to Substantially the same amount as be
ing supplied to master engine A, whereby the
power output of the slave engine Will be substan
tially equalized With that of the Inaster engine.
With the engines operating at a chosen equal
ized speed or degree of power output as just de
scribed, let it be assurned that the operator de

40

engine A, as hereinbefore described.
If in response to this operation of the operator's
control device 33 to increase the power output, of
the engines, the governor control motor 23 and
the governor on slave engine B should cause
Operation of the respective fuel control shaft 8 to
Supply more fuel to the slave engine than is be

ing Supplied to the master engine, the pressure
regulating valve device S8 on the slave engine will
be operated to supply to the respective equalizing
valve device 3 fluid at a pressure greater than
in the equalizing pipe 23 and said equalizing valve

device Will then operate to cause operation of the
governor control motor 28 to reduce
and this operation of Supplying fluid to the Vernier 45 respective
the amount of fuel Supplied to the save eigine
diaghragm chamber 49 of the respective governor
to substantially the same degree as being supplied
control motor 28 for reducing the supply of fuel
to the master engine, in the same manner as here
to the slave engine, and of reducing the pressure
in before described.
of fillid in diaphragm chamber is of the respec
When the operator's control device 33 is op

tive equalizing valve device 9, will continue until 50 erated to increase the power output of the en
said pressure becomes reduced to substantially
gines let it be assumed however that the increase
that effective in equalizing pipe 2 and therefore
in fuel Supply to the slave engine B is less than
in chamber 8 of said equalizing valve device.
to naster engine A. Under this condition the
When the pressura of fluid in chamber
of the
pressure of fluid provided by the regulating valve
equalizing valve device
On the Slave engine i device
6 on the slave engine through pipe 6 in
finally becomes reduced to substantially that act
chamber 7 of the respective equalizing valve
ing in chamber 3 and in the equalizing pipe
device will be less than provided in the equal
(2G, spring 59 will move diaphragms ff2 and
izing pipe 29 and in diaphragm chamber 8 of
and thereby nut 25 downwardly, as viewed in
equalizing valve device, so the pressure of
Fig. 5, until said nut seats against the supply valve 60 Said
fluid in the latter chamber will move the dia
44, for preventing further flow of fluid under
phragms
and 2 and thereby the nut, 25
pressure to the vernier diaphragm chamber 49
against Spring 54. The Supply valve 4 will
in the respective governor control motor 28. Op
move With the nut 25 and as a result draw the
eration of the governor control motor 28 on the
slave engine to reduce the Supply of fuel to said 65 Stem 42 in a direction away from the release
waive stem head 3 which will permit spring 4
engine will then cease, in a position it will be
to unseat, the release valve 38.
noted, in which the pressure of fluid provided
When the release valve 38 in the equalizing
by the respective regulating valve device 68 in dia
valve device 2 on the slave engine is thus opened
phragm chamber 7 of the respective equalizing
valve device
equals substantially that pro 70 fluid inder pressure will be released from the
verlier diaphragn) chamber 49 in the governor
vided in equalizing pipe 2 by operation of the
control motor on said engine and the consequent
regulating valve device 6 on master engine A, and
reduction in pressure in said chamber Will per
since the pressure of fluid provided by both of
Init pressure of fluid in diaphragm chamber 3)
these regulating valve devices is proportional to

the amount of fuel supplied to the respective en- 75 acting on diaphragm 29 to defect said diaphragm

15
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further in a direction away from stop 57 to cause
the respective governor 0 to change the position
of the respective fuel control shaft 3 for Corre
spondingly increasing the supply of fuel to said
engine, and for operating the pressure regulating
valve device 6 on said engine to correspondingly
increase the pressure of fluid in chamber
of
the respective equalizing valve device fo. This
operation of the governor control motor 28, inci
dent to release of fluid under pressure from the
vernier diaphragm chamber 49, and of governor
f0, fuel control shaft 8 and pressure regulating

O

reduce the pressure of fluid in the vernier dia
phragm chamber 49 of the respective governor

control motor 28 until the respective governor

valve device 63 on the slave engine Will continue

Causes the fuel control shaft 8 to obtain a new

until the pressure of fluid provided by said regu
lating valve device in chamber
of the respec
tive equalizing valve device
is increased to Sub
stantially the same degree as acting in chamber

5

position in which the respective pressure regul
lating valve device 69 provides fluid in chamber

of the respective equalizing valve device ?o

at a pressure substantially equal to that in the
equalizing pipe A20. When this condition is ob

f 8, whereupon spring 5 will move diaphragm
and 2 in an upwardly direction and there
by actuate spring 59 and the seated supply valve

tained the equalizing Valve device

20

44 to move the release Valve 38 into contact

with its seat to prevent further reduction in the
pressure of fluid in the respective vernier dia
phragm chamber 39, and to in turn prevent fur
ther increase in the supply of fuel to the slave 25
engine.
In the operation just described it Will be noted
that the position of the fuel control shaft 8 on
the slave engine will change for increasing the
supply of fuel to said engine until the pressure of 30

fluid delivered by the respective regulating valve
device S9 is increased to substantially that pro
vided in the equalizing pipe 2 by the regulating
valve device 68 on the master engine A, and since
the amount of fuel Supplied to the engines is pro
portional to the pressure delivered by the respec
tive pressure regulating valve devices 60, substan
tially the Same amount of fuel Will now be Sup
plied to slave engine B as is being Supplied to

said chamber, but if for any reason the amount
of fuel should be reduced to a degree less than
provided on master engine A, the pressure of fluid
in chamber
of the respective equalizing valve
device () will become reduced by the respective
regulating valve device 60 to a degree below that
provided in chamber 8 of said device from the
equalizing pipe 28. The equalizing valve device
it on the slave engine will then be operated to

() on the

slave engine will operate to prevent further re
lease of fluid under pressure from the Vernier

diaphragm chamber 49 of the respective governor

control motor 28 for stopping operation of said
motor, in a position, it will be noted, in which the
fuel control shaft 8 on and thereby the amount
of fuel supplied to the slave engine Will corre
spond substantially to the position of the fuel
shaft and the Supply of fuel to the master en
gine A.

If, when the fuel Supply to the master engine
is reduced a less reduction occurs on the slave

35

engine, then the equalizing valve device
on
the slave engine Will be operated by pressure of
fluid from the respective pressure regulating valve
device 6 to increase the pressure of fluid in the
respective vernier diaphragm chamber 49 for re
ducing the Supply of fuel to the slave engine, until
the pressure of fluid delivered by said regulating
valve device corresponds substantially to that

naster engine A.
40 provided in the equalizing pipe 28, at which time
With the engines operating at a chosen degree
the fuel supply to the slave engine Will substan
of power output the operator may desire to reduce
tially equal that to the master engine, as will be

the output of the engines, and to accomplish this
the pressure of fluid in control pipe 32 and thereby
in diaphragm chambers 3 of the governor con
will Operate the control valve device 33 to reduce

45

chamber 49 of the governor control motor 28 on

trol motors 28 on the several engines. On the
naster engine A the diaphragm 29 will then be

deflected by the regulating spring i? and the pres

sure offiuid in the vernier diaphragm chamber 49
to a new position, corresponding to the reduction
in pressure of fluid in chamber 30, and thereby
cause governor on said engine to correspond
ingly change the position of the fuel control shaft
8. As the position of the fuel control shaft 8 on

the master engine is thus changed the supply of
fuel to the master engine will be correspondingly
reduced and the respective pressure regulating
valve device 6 Will be operated to reduce the
pressure of fluid in diaphragm chamber 7 of
the respective equalizing valve device G in pro
portion to the change in position of said fuel
control Shaft and the reduction in fuel Supplied
to Said engine. When the pressure of fluid in
chamber
of equalizing valve device fo on the
master engine is thus reduced, said device Will in
turn Operate to reduce the pressure of fluid in the
equalizing pipe 2 to substantially that effective
in chamber
and hence in proportion to the

reduction in fuel Supply to the master engine.
When the pressure in chamber 30 of the gover
nor control motor 28 on the slave engine B is re
duced as above described, said motor Will also
Operate to reduce the Supply of fuel to said engine,
in accordance With the reduction in pressure in

apparent without further description.
From the above description it will now be noted
that the pressure of fluid in vernier diaphragm

50

the slave engine may be either greater or less
than that in the corresponding chamber on the
master engine at the time the power output of
the slave engine is equalized with that of the mas
ter engine. The provision of a fixed constantly

maintained pressure in the vernier diaphragm

chamber 49 of the governor control motor 28 on

the master engine thus provides a standard with
55

respect to power output of the respective engine

against Which the power output of the slave en
gine is measured or to which it is equalized.
By reversing the positions of the selector valve

devices 52 on the master and slave engines A

60

and B, respectively, the equalizing valve device
on engine B will be rendered effective to gov

ern the pressure in the equalizing pipe A20 while
the apparatus on engine A will then automati
65

70

75

cally operate to equalize the power output of

engine A to that of engine B, as will be evident
without further description. In other words,
either of the two engines may be selected as the
master engine, and if the system embodied more
than two engines any one of the engines of the
System could be used as the master engine for

controlling the others. The mere turning of the
Selector Valve device 52 at the selected engine
can either render it the master engine or con
trollable from another selected master engine.
Further in connection with the equalizing valve
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devices it, it will be noted that the springs 50
and if not only insure movement of the dia
phragms i 2 and 3 to neutral position in which
both the supply valve 44 and the release valve
33 are closed, but also prevent said parts Over

traveling neutral position, Since said Springs in
Sure that neutral position Will be obtained With
out increasing pressure of fluid in chamber 8

18

engine when the engines are operating against a
maximum load, as when operating at idling speed
and possibly under no load.
Sunimary
It will now be seen that the improved control

apparatus provides positive automative equali

zation of the amount of fuel Supplied to each of
any desired number of slave engines With the
Over that in chamber 7 on the one hand, or 10 amount of fuel supplied to a preselected master
Without reducing the pressure of fluid in cham
engine, so as to substantially equialize the power
ber 8 below that in chamber it, on the other output of the several engines, which is particu
hand. Oue to this, operation of the governor
larly desirable Where several engines are con
control motor 28 and of governor On the Slave
nected to a common load in order to substantially
engine to effect movement of the respective fuel
equally divide the load between the engines.
5
control shaft 8 in a direction to increase the
It Will be further noted that any one of the en
supply of fuel to said engine will be positively
gines can be employed as the naster engine
Stopped. When the pressure of fluid delivered by
nerely by turning the selector valve device E52
the regulating valve device 60 on said engine
on that engine to its master position, while leav
may substantially equal but does not exceed that
ing the selector valve device 52 on the other en
delivered by the pressure regulating valve device 20 gine or engines in its slave position.
on the master engine, so that there will be no
Having now described my invention what, I
oversupply of fuel to the slave engine with re
claim as new and desire to secure by Letters
spect to that supplied to the naster engine. Fur
Patent is:
ther, when the fuel shaft 8 On the slave engine
1. A control apparatus for equalizing the
is Cperated to reduce the supply of fuel to said 25 power Output of tWO primise novel's cost prising
engine the Supply will not be reduced to below
an equalizing pipe extending to both of said
that to the master engine since the equalizing
prinne novers, and further cornprising for
valve device : ; ) on the slave engine will obtain
ea cil prime nover, illuid pressure controlled
its neutral position to stop movement of the re
power conti'Ol leans for adjusting the power
30
Spective fuel control shaft 8 when the pressure
Output of the respective prine nover in
of fluid in diaphragm chamber
becomes re
proportion to the pressure of such fiuid,
duced by operation of the respective pressure
preSSure regulating Xleai is adjustable in accord
regulating valve device 60 to substantially but
ance with operation of said power control linea, as
not below that provided by the regulating valve
for Supplying fluid at a pressure proportional to
35
device 68 on the master engine. The springs 50
the power output of said rigine Yngver, equia
and 54 in thus preventing operation of the equal
ing means controlled by opposing pressures of
izing valve device
on the slave engine to cause
fluid in Said equalizing pipe and supplied by said
an OverSupply, or an underSupply, as the case
preSSure regulating inneans and Opera. by a pre
may be, of fuel to the slave engine with respect 40 ponderance in pressure provided by said regul
to that being supplied to the master engine ren
lating means over that in Said equalizing pipe
ders the Whole apparatus stable and positive in
to supply fluid under pressuire to another pipe,
operation.
and operable by a preponderance in pressure iii.
Moreover the governor O and other parts of the
Said equalizing pipe over that girovided by said
control apparatus on each engine are so designed
pressure regulating means to release fillid lander
that Said governor will operate the respective
pressure from Said other pips, a
ty
preSSlure regulating valve device 60 to vary the
insei' hire
bottle up the fluid pressure in s
ad
pressure of fluid in chamber of the respective
upon equalization of Said opposit
equalizing Valve device
at least in unison
position Selector device as
With Operation of the governor control motor 28 50 afortWO
connecting Said equalizing 3

to effect change in adjustment of said motor, in
Oirder that On the slave engine operation of said

notor and change in adjustment of the respec
and fuel control shaft 8 Will
cease Substantially at the instant the respective

tive governor

equalizing valve device fe is moved into its neu
tral position. The fuel control shaft 8 on the

Slave engine will therefore be positively stopped

connecting said equalizing
pipe and for connecting said other pipe to
fluid pressure controlled means.

2. A control apparatus for e.g.:
power output of two prine novel's caling risi
equalizing pipe extending to both of said prine
novers, and further connprising for each grim

in a position corresponding substantially to that
of the fuel control shaft 8 on the master engine 60
as determined by the pressure of fluid in the
mover, fluid pressure controlled power
equalizing pipe 29, so as to ensure that the
means for adjusting the power Colt of
23mount of fuel supplied to the slave engine will
spective prine nover in proportion to
he limited to Substantially the same amount as
sure of Such fiuid, pressure regiating
Supplied to the master engine.
adjustable in accordance With operation of Said
It is desired to further point out that the sen
power control means for supplying fluid at a
sitivity of the equalizing valve device on each
pressure proportional to the power output of
engine remains the same throughout the full fuel
said prime mover, movable power means sub
control range of the respective fuel control shaft
ject to pressure of fiulid in Said equalizing pine
3, that is, regardless of the opposing pressures 70 acting in opposition to pressure of fiuid supplied
of fluid which may be acting in chambers if 7 and
by said pressure regulating reans and loyable
3, since operation of said device depends only
to one position by the pressure of fluid Supplied
upon a chosen differential between said opposing
by said regulating means when it excaeds that in
pressures, and this is very desirable in that it
said equalizing pipe, to a Second position by
Will insure as prompt equalization of the power 75 pressure
of fluid in said equalizing pipe when it
output of the slave engine to that of the master
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exceeds that provided by Said pressure regulat
adjustable power control element, a fluid motor
ing means, and to a neutral position upon equali
comprising primary means Subject to pressure of
zation of pressures of fluid in Said equalizing

19

fluid in said regulating pipe, and secondary fluid
pressure control means, and means controlled
by Said primary and Secondary means for ad
justing said power control element in accord
ance with cooperative effect of pressures of fluid
on said primary and Secondary means, a fluid

pipe and Supplied by Said regulating means,

valve means operable by said movable power
means in said one position to Supply fluid under
pressure to another pipe, in Said Second posi
tion to release fluid under pressure from said
other pipe and in said neutral position to bottle
ug the fluid pressure in said other pipe, a Source

of fluid at a chosen pressure, and a tWO position
Selector device operable in One of Said tWO posi

tions to establish two fluid pressure communica
tions one between said other pipe and said equal
izing pipe and a second between said Source of
fiuid and said fluid preSSure controlled power
control means and operable in the other of Said
two positions to close said communications and
to establish a communication between Said other

O

moVer, equalizing means Subject to pressure of
fluid provided by said pressure regulating device
and in Said equalizing pipe and operable by pres
5 sure provided by said regulating device when it
exceeds that in Said equalizing pipe to supply
fluid under pressure to another pipe, and opera
ble by pressure of fluid in said equalizing pipe
when it exceeds that provided by said pressure
20 regulating device to release fluid under pressure
from said other pipe and operable to bottle up
fluid pressure in Said other pipe upon equaliza
tion of pressure in said equalizing pipe With that
provided by said pressure regulating device, and
a selector device at eachi prime nover having one
pOSition for Subjecting said Secondary means to

pipe and said fluid pressure controlled power
Control raeanS.
3. A control apparatus for equalizing the
power output of two prime movers comprising
an equalizing pipe extending to both Of Said
prime movers, a constant pressure pipe extend
ing to both of said prime movers, and Valve
means for maintaining Said constant pressure
pipe charged with fluid at a chosen pressure,
said apparatus further comprising for each prime
mover fluid pressure controlled power COintrol 30
means for varying the power output of Said prime
mover in proportion to the pressure of Such fluid,
pressure regulating means adjustable in accord
ance with operation of Said power control means
for supplying fluid at a preSSure proportional to
the power output of said prime mover, equalizing
means Subject to preSSure of fluid in Said equaliz

|

pressure regulating device operable by said power

control element to provide fluid at a pressure
proportional to the power output of said prime

pressure of fluid in Said Source and for at the

same time establishing communication between
said other pipe and said equalizing pipe, and
having a second position for closing said Com
munication and for at the same time subjecting
Said Secondary means to pressure of fluid in Said
other pipe.
5. A control System for equalizing the power
output of a plurality of prime movers compris
ing an equalizing pipe extending to all of said
prime movers, power control means for each
ing pipe acting in opposition to pressure of fluid prime
mover, a fluid pressure controlled motor
supplied by said regulating means and movable
for each prime mover operable to effect opera
to one position by pressure of fluid Supplied by 40 tion
of the respective power control means to
said regulating means when it exceeds that in
vary the power output of the prime mover in
said equalizing pipe, and to a Second position
proportion to the pressure of controlling fluid,
by pressure of fluid in said equalizing pipe when
fluid pressure regulating means for each prime
it exceeds that provided by Said regulating means,
nover Operable by the respective power control
Spring means included in Said equalizing means 45 means
to provide fluid at a pressure proportional
for opposing movement thereof by fluid under
to the power output of the respective prime
pressure to said one and Second positions and for
mover, and means at each prime mover includ
moving said equalizing means to a neutral posi
ing a selector valve having a master control po
tion upon Substantial equalization of the pres
for providing a chosen pressure of fluid
sures in said equalizing pipe and Supplied by Said 50 Sition
in the respective fluid pressure motor and for
pressure regulating means, valve means operable
at the same time rendering the pressure of fluid
by said equalizing means in Said one position to
in said equalizing pipe variable in accordance
supply fluid under pressure to a third pipe, in
with variations in pressure of fluid delivered by
said second position to release fluid under preS
the respective fluid pressure regulating means,
sure from said third pipe and in Said neutral 55 and
having a second position for rendering pres
position to bottle up the fluid pressure in Said
sure
of controlling fluid in the respective motor
third pipe, and a selector device having One po
variable in accordance with the differential be
sition for establishing two connunications One
tween the pressures in said equalizing pipe and
between said third pipe and said equalizing pipe
delivered by the respective pressure regulating
and a Second between Said constant pressure pipe

and said fluid pressure controlled power control
means, said Selector device haWing a Second po
sition for closing said communications and for
establishing a communication between Said third
pipe and said fluid pressure controlled power con
to eans.
4. A control apparatus for equalizing the
power output of two prime movers comprising a
fluid pressure equalizing pipe extending between
said prine novers, a power output regulating
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means.
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